We show the existence of solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for which the Dirichlet norm, ||Vu(ί)|| L 2/ Ω v, of the velocity is continuous as t = 0, while the normalized iΛnorm, l|p(0ll£2 (Q w Λ , of the pressure is not. This runs counter to the naive expectation that the relative orders of the spatial derivatives of u, p and u t should he the same in a priori estimates for the solutions as in the equations themselves.
where T and C can be expressed as constants depending only on ||Vuo|| and Ω (we are not concerned here with their optimal values). It seems natural to expect that the relative orders of spatial differentiation of u, p and ty should be the same in a priori estimates for the Navier-Stokes equations as in the equations themselves. That is, p should appear with one less spatial derivative than u, and uŵ ith two less, as they do under the integral sign in (2) and in many other known a priori estimates for the Navier-Stokes equations (see Heywood and Rannacher [3] ).
In the analogue of (2) for the heat equation, the term ||Vu(ί)|| 2 on the left side is accompanied by the term ||n ί (ί)||?_ 1 , where || ||_i is the negative Sobolev norm Thus, with application in mind, we hoped that it might be possible to include the terms l|p(0ll^2 (Q)/Λ and IMOlHi along with ||Vu(0|| 2 on the left side of (2). We have found that this is not possible. The main result of this paper is the following:
THEOREM. There exists u 0 € /ι(Ω) such that the solution u, p of It seems worth offering a partial explanation of Theorem 1 from the point of view of function space decompositions. It is well known (see Solonnikov and Scadilov [7] for the second decomposition and related results) that
where the second direct sum is relative to the Dirichlet inner product (Vφ, Vψ), and where
for some p e L 2 (Ω) and all φe\V Now, writing the Navier-Stokes equations, Δu -u Vu = U/ + V/?, with the two terms on the right belonging to J(Ω) and G(Ω) respectively, it follows from the first decomposition that Thus the estimates for u t and p under the integral sign in (2) follow from that for u. It is the estimate for u which is established first in proving (2) .
On the other hand, if we write the Navier-Stokes equations in the generalized form
it is evident that the second decomposition implies ||u, + u -VuH^! = ||Vu|| 2 2 Remembering that ||V^4/?|| ~ \\p\\, we effectively have ||u r ||-i and \\p\\ on opposite sides of this equation. So it appears that both could be large, even when || Vu|| is small. According to Theorem 1, that actually happens.
The behaviour of u^ and p that is demonstrated in Theorem 1 is not due to the nonlinearity in the Navier-Stokes equations. The same result is proved in the same way, and somewhat more simply, for the Stokes equations.
Proposition 2 below, which is proved at the end of the paper, provides a continuous dependence theorem that may be of independent interest.
We remark that our interest was drawn to the present problem in trying to determine whether the singular factor Γ 1 / 2 in the pressure error estimate (1.3) of [3] is appropriate.
2. Preliminaries. We state here, as propositions, two results from general theory which will be needed in proving our main theorem. The first concerns the assumption of an initial value for the pressure, when the initial velocity belongs to /i(Ω) Π W^(Ω). Its proof was given in [3] , and will be briefly described at the end of §4. The second proposition ensures that the pressure depends continuously on the initial value for the velocity in Ji(Ω). Its proof is given in §4. In what follows, we make frequent use of the L 2 -projection PROPOSITION 1. // u 0 e Ji(Ω) n W^(Ω), then the solution of (I) satisfies
, where the initial pressure po is determined by the relation V/>o = PG(ΔUO -UQ Vuo), and the normalizing condition J Ω podx = 0.
In the following proposition, u, p and v, q are solutions of (I) taking initial values UQ and VQ , respectively. Proof. First, choose a e Jχ(Ω) Π W?(Ω) such that P G Aa ψ 0. It is possible to do this. For instance, a can be chosen as any eigenfunction of the stationary Stokes equations that has a non-zero corresponding eigenpressure. In fact, it is an amusing problem to show that there are such eigenfunctions, i.e., that not all solutions of Δa -Vq = λa, V a = 0, a|dΩ = 0 are solutions of Δa = Λ.a, a^α = 0, or to put it another way, that the study of the Stokes equations does not reduce trivially to that of the vector heat equation. We have a simple proof which is valid for a special class of domains, but will defer on this point to the reader's own devices and to forthcoming general results of Xie and of Grubb (private communications).
Next, choose ui to be a multiple of a such that \\pχ\\ = 27V, where Pi is determined by the condition Vp\ = PQ^I . This is possible since Vq = /^Δa φ 0 implies ||<?|| φ 0.
We tentatively choose UQ = ui -φ , where φ eD(Ω) approximates ui sufficiently well that ||Vuo|| < ε/3. 
The constant B here is from Proposition 2; for later convenience we assume that B > 1. We can also assume that the numbers t^ are chosen such that ίfc+i < ί& < 1, and such that t^ -• 0 as k -• OD .
Finally, let u(ί), /?(*) be the solution of the initial value problem (1) corresponding to u 0 = Y%Li *k Since u 0 , u Λ (0) e /ι(Ω), and ||V(u 0 -u Λ (0))|| < 1, Proposition 2 implies that
Proofs of the preliminary propositions.
The proof of Proposition 1 will be briefly described at the end of this section. First, we give the proof of Proposition 2, beginning with two lemmas. Below, we frequently use inequalities of Sobolev's type without mention, in particular the inequalities ||u|| L 6 < c||Vu||, ||u|| L 
See [1] for the last of these. They are all dimensionally sharp in three-dimensions, but also valid in bounded two-dimensional domains. Everywhere, we use c as a generic constant that depends only on Ω.
Let Δ = P/Δ, where Pj is the ZΛprojection Pj\ L 2 (Ω) -+ /(Ω). We will also frequently use without mention the well-known Cattabriga [2]/Solonnikov [6] , [7] estimate ||u||^2 < c||Δu||, valid for solutions and generalized solutions u e J\ (Ω) of the Stokes equations Δu -= f, V u = 0, U|^Ω = 0, with f square-summable.
LEMMA 3. Given any u 0 e /ι(Ω), there exist constants C and T depending only on ||Vuo|| and Ω such that
Proof. The estimate (4) for ||Vu(ί)|| is contained in (2), and is well known. To prove the estimate for ί||uf(ί)|| 2 , differentiate (1) with respect to t, multiply by u^, integrate over Ω and then by parts, and use the inequalities of Holder, Sobolev and Young to get The boundedness of the integral in (2) implies that liminf^o ί||u/(£)|| 2 = 0. Hence, applying GronwalΓs inequality to (5), using (2), we obtain the desired estimate (4). This completes the proof.
In what follows, let u, p and v, q be solutions of (1) taking initial values u 0 and v 0 , respectively, and let w = v-u, r = q -p, and w 0 = vo -u 0 . Then (6) w r -Δw + w Vw + u Vw + w Vu = -Vr.
Multiplying by -Δw, integrating over Ω, and proceeding as in for 0 < t < T, Jo provided v 0 G /ι(Ω), and ||Vw o || < 1.
We proceed now with the proof of Proposition 2. Differentiating (6) with respect to t, multiplying by w*, integrating over Ω and then by parts, and applying Holder's and Sobolev's inequalities, we obtain , u) + (w Multiplying by / and using Young's inequality again, we get 
